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Perhaps no other country is 
as well-known for its  
folding knives than France.  

Although the folding knife was 
ancient, and had even been used by 
the Romans and Vikings,1 it was 
France that developed the folding 
knife into a cultural icon and global 
commercial product.  As France 
emerged from its medieval origins, 
the folding knife had become a 
social solution for many cutlery 
issues.  Because all French citizens, 
peasants, nobility and the  
emerging merchant class, used 
knives, the folding knife became 
popular for several reasons.   
Peasants had always been under 
restrictions about carrying  
offensive weapons, but they still 
needed a small legal tool for light 
cutting chores and eating (the fork 
was not used as an eating utensil  
at this time).  It is probably no 
coincidence that folding knives 
appear in records increasingly after 
the advent of pocketed garments 
in the 1620’s, when we can still see 

dangling sheath knives and belt 
pouches in European paintings. 

For the sword-wearing elite, the 
folding knife also travelled well,  
being discreet and small.  Before  
the 16th century, it had been the  
custom all over Europe to carry 
one’s own table knife as a guest,  
and although wealthier visitors were 
more and more frequently provided 
with a knife by their host,  
the carrying of one’s own knife  
continued in France, especially 
in the countryside.2  As late as 
1749, the Swedish botanist Peter 
Kalm noted this custom still in 
use amongst the French Canadian 
Habitants: “…ladies and gentlemen 
being provided with their  
own knives.” 3

During the French imperial  
expansion of the 17th century,  
regional, or common French  
products started to be made in mass 
quantities for their new global, 
colonial markets.  For us, the most 

important area in the study of  
folding knives were those made in 
the arms and cutlery manufacturing 
center of Saint-Étienne in Forez – 
often referenced as Saint-Étienne 
en Forez, in south central France.  
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“Flatin ” and “à la dauphine ”

Image (Opposite Page) k A circa 1740 Painting from Gaspard Gresly (1712 – 1756) entitled “Le Buveur Suisse” (The Swiss drinker) showing 
a man holding a pitcher of beer while a folding knife lays on a table next to his pipe and  his tobacco carrot. (Copyright Besançon, Musée des  
Beaux-Arts et d’Archéologie—Photo Charles Choffet).

Image k Frontispiece of Le Parfait Negociant 
by Savary showing French merchants at a  
seaport. Folding knives destined for New 
France were often purchased from  
Saint-Étienne by French private merchants  
in “grosses” (twelve dozen).
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Their resources and industrial skills 
matched the commercial needs 
of 17th and 18th-century France.  
One of their most prolific exported 
products at the time was the  
inexpensive, but efficient folding  
knife, generally called jambette, of 
which there were several varieties.

In a series of two articles, we will 
describe and discuss various  
jambette styles and their names, 
shape differences, evolution, and 
place in North American history.  
The archival records relating to  
New France are very explicit in  
revealing but three distinct main 
sub-categories of jambettes, termed 
“Flatin”, “à la dauphine” and  
“Siamois”.  These various sub- 
categories allow us to understand 
who used which type of knife, why, 
and when, as well as to better define 
the culture of the user and the  
evolution of the knife itself. 

This first article will examine  
and discuss two of the earliest  
jambette types, the “Flatin” and  
the “à la dauphine”. The simple  
construction of these knives allowed 
them to be affordable to everyone 
in New France (i.e., administrators, 
Habitants, soldiers, sailors, 
voyageurs, and Natives).  The  
quality and efficiency of these 
knives was sufficient enough for the 
Native customers that the English 
even occasionally captured and re-
sold them,⁴ ordered the knives from 
France,⁵ and even directly copied 
the designs⁶-⁷ throughout the entire 
period.  From the second quarter 
of the 17th century to the Fall of 
Canada in 1760, jambettes were 
imported to New France in astro-

nomical numbers, and were  
not only used by the average  
Frenchman, but actually became a 
staple in the Native American fur 
trade. One archaeological ca. 1740 
-70 Ojibwa excavation in Bay City, 
Michigan, (the Fletcher Site),⁸ 
found that out of 85 recovered 
knives and knife fragments, well 
over 2/3 were folding knives.  This 
“popularity” seems to even be seen 
in French military records, where 
French militia bush fighters  
(miliciens) were occasionally issued 
two folding knives and only one 
butcher knife.⁹

The jambette

The jambette, (ie. “small leg”) was 
equivalent to an English “penny 
knife”.  These inexpensive, efficient, 
and convenient folding knives 
were so-called because the name 
was a pun for the handle, which 
resembled a small leg.  French 
dictionaries and published works 
dating to the first half of the 18th 
century, however, described them as 
a “Small folding knife that is worn 
in a pocket. From its resemblance 
to a leg,”1⁰ “...a small folding knife 
made using a boxwood handle and a 
pointed tip blade,”11 or small knives 
with “…wooden handles that fold 
in half…that have no springs.” 12 
 
After visiting a number of  
cutler’s shops at Saint-Étienne in 
1763, the French scholar  
Fougeroux de Bondaroy published 
L’Art du coutelier en ouvrages  
communs, considered to be the 
most comprehensive and detailed  
account of the French cutlery trade 
of this period.  This member of  
the French Royal Academy of  
Sciences stated the following: 
“There is reason to suspect that 
these knives took on the name  
jambette amongst the people, 
because from an early time we had 
made common knives in Limousin 
(a former province of France around 
the city of Limoges), whose handle 
imprecisely represented a leg  
ending with a foot, in which the 
blade is lodged.”13  While this 
learned Frenchman indicated 
that common folding knives were 
called jambette throughout France’s 
countryside, he noted that in Paris, 
however, they went by the name of 

Eustache Dubois (formerly 
the name of a famous cutler at  
Saint-Étienne) whereas at Saint-
Étienne  these knives were known 
as dauphine.1⁴ 

Recorded by Bondaroy as  
manufactured in substantial  
numbers at Saint-Étienne and in 
Chambon, one of its suburbs, the 
“jambette”, “dauphine”, or “Eustache 
Dubois” knives were described as  
follows: “There are some of these 
knives that have a single nail which, 
passing through the blade, forms 
a pin that allows the blade to fold, 
and the blade being open, is held in 
a straight fashion with the handle 
by a heel made from the blade, and 
this heel rests on the handle”.1⁵   
In essence, many of these common 
knives had a transverse pin  
allowing the blade to pivot and a 
“lentil” (heel) at the top of the butt 
of the blade which served as a stop 
on the back of the handle when 
opened.  This iron pin was said to 
have been peened against small flat 
brass washers or rosettes on both 
sides of the handle.  These  
“one-pin” folding knives were  
also documented by Bondaroy as  
having  handles that were either of 
wood (boxwood or beechwood) or 
horn (sheep, cow or bull’s horns,  
or  cow or bull’s hooves) while many  
of these inexpensive folding knives  
had handles which were molded  
to a specific shape using hot  
metal presses.1⁶

 As in France, the particular term 
“jambette”, found in records  
dating from at least 1638 to the 
early 1730s, appears to have been  
a broad term also used to identify  
a wide variety of common  
folding knives in the French  
colonies of North America.   
One particular entry recorded at  
Montreal in 1662 made note of 
“common jambettes,” which may 
imply that these were offered in 
different grades or types.1⁷  Based 
on a number of archival documents 
concerning New France consulted 
as part of this study, it would  
appear that the terms “Flatin”, “à la 
dauphine”, and “Siamois” seemed 
to have been locally adopted, 
descriptive, or metaphorical terms 
used to differentiate distinct types 
of common folding knives.  This 
custom was not restricted to the 
French either.  For example, in 1754, 
the Abanaki at St. Francis called 
jambettes (sic. “pepk8asek8ehases”), 
which actually compared the shape 
of the handles to a type of oyster 
shell…and not a “small leg.” 1⁸ 

Image k Detail of a cartouche showing a 
view of Quebec and Natives in the forefront 
taken from a map of New France attributed to 
Jean-Baptiste Franquelin, 1708. Knives sent 
to Canada were generally unloaded at Quebec 
where they were redistributed to private  
merchants, the King’s storehouses, and  
fur trade posts.

Images (Left and Above) k Left: Details of an 
engraving by Fougeroux de Bondaroy showing 
a figure termed “one-pin knife.” Bondaroy also 
notes that the  lentil, on the top of the butt of 
the blade in the closed position “...often flays, 
tears clothes, and thus offers a few drawbacks.” 
Note the shape of the tip of this particular blade 
and pronounced convex cutting edge, although 
uncommon on these types of blades in North 
America, precisely matches and is protected 
by the foot of the handle. This feature can also 
be seen on many other French folding knives.  
Above: Detail of the blade with its lentil  
identified by the letter “b.” Taken from  
Bondaroy's1772 edition of “L'Art du 
Coutelier en Ouvrages Communs,” Plate II. 
(Courtesy of Brigitte Liabeuf.)

Image (Right) k Knife 
termed “Eustache Dubois” 
by Perret which he described 
as having a single pin and  
a wooden handle. Taken  
from Jean-Jacques Perret’s 
“L’Art du Coutelier,” 1771-
1772. (Document Christian  
Lemasson). 

Images (Above & Below) k Above: Plain 
“one-pin” knife handle prior to receiving the 
blade. Notice the notch on the back of the 
handle in which the lentil would rest when the 
blade was in the open position. Taken from 
Bondaroy. (Document Christian Lemasson).
Below: Details from an illustration by Bondaroy 
showing iron molds used to shape horn and 
wood handles. Certain molds had designs that 
added some ornaments to the handles.
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Flatin knives 

Up until the early 1740s, the term 
“Flatin” appears to have been 
frequently used in New France to 
identify a particular type of  
inexpensive folding knife Savary 
describes this knife in 1723 as such: 
“Flatin: Small folding pocket knife, 
fitted with a horn or wood handle, 
also called jambette. This kind of 
knife is made in Forest [Forez] 
[Saint-Étienne], and bears the name 
of the worker who was the inventor, 
whose name was Denis Flatin…”1⁹  
A 1697-dated inventory of  
merchandise belonging to Jean 
Malhiot, a Montreal outfitter, 
provides further evidence that the 
Flatin knives were in fact jambettes 
as he had in his stock of goods a 
quantity of “30 large jambettes 
called flatin.”2⁰ 

After studying a considerable 
number of early New France-related 
records and examining the types of 
excavated folding knife blades found 
at early French-associated North 
American archaeological sites, there 

is reason to believe that the blades 
of Flatin knives had the peculiarity 
of dropping abruptly to the blade 
tip while the back of the blade  
could either rise, thereby widening 
the tip, or remain parallel to  
the blade‘s straight edge.   
These blunt tips have several, and 
therefore confusing popular terms, 
including “sheepsfoot,” “hawksbill,” 
and “Dutch” shapes.  Technically, 
they indeed do have a Flamand 
(Flemish or Dutch)-shaped blade, 
of which this type of table knife is 
beyond the scope of this article.

Flatin knives, whether they were 
marked with Denis Flatin’s mark or 
not, appear to have come to  
represent folding knives  with a 
specific blade shape, and were  
frequently recorded in documents  
of the period relating to New 
France until the early 1730s and 
then infrequently until 1742.  

“À la dauphine”  knives 

Another particular type of knife 
described as “à la dauphine” or  
occasionally “dauphin” – 
literally meaning “in the manner of 
a dolphin” or “dolphin” – turns up 
periodically in historical documents 
pertaining to the French colonies of 
North America whose roots can be 
traced back to Saint-Étienne.   
Although one may logically  
conclude initially that the term 
“dauphin” was associated with the 
name of a cutler in this town at this 
point in time, no artisans bearing 
this particular name has been found. 

This curious term was likely not 
random.  Although we may never 
come to know the true origin of this 
term, we believe that the primary 
reason for using the appellation “à 

la dauphine” was because the knife 
had a physical resemblance to the  
animal itself.  The dolphin  
(dauphin), proclaimed a “Royal fish” 
under the French Marine ordinance 
of 1681 and described as a “sea fish 
with a vaulted back...that has a  
long and round snout,”2⁵ was, by  
the 17th century, a familiar  
symbol and term throughout French 
society.  Further, the dolphin was, 
significantly, the main symbol of  
the coat of arms of the Counts of 
Forez (Forez was formerly a  
province of France which included 
the town of Saint-Étienne).  It 
should therefore be no surprise that 
this particular designation was  
specifically employed by the  
workers of Saint-Étienne to  
identify this type of common  
folding knife2⁶ and that Bondaroy 

noted “dauphine style blades” on 
“one-pin” folding knives being sold 
by the cutler named Laforge while 
visiting Saint-Étienne in 1763.2⁷
 
We have observed that numerous 
French folding knife blades  
recovered from several  
archaeological sites here in North 
America do, in fact, exhibit a 
dolphin-head-like-shaped profile, 
likely corresponding to the “à la 
dauphine” knives listed in a num-
ber of New France related records.  
Although this specific blade type 
has a sharp, gradually tapering tip 
that somewhat resembles a dolphin 
head and snout, one can also see a 
“dolphin” in the overall profile when 
open, especially using a common 
handle type used with this type of 
blade. 

=  Date range of New France-related records consulted for this article where the term Flatin appears: 
           1662-1742.
=  Known recorded sizes as specified in New France-related records: Extra-large, large, medium, small.
=  Sampling of records referring to these knives in relation to the following locations: Fort Frontenac, 
           Montreal, Fort Niagara, Fond du Lac (Toronto), Baie de Kenté (Bay of Quinte), Louisiana, Fort  
           Pontchartrain and Quebec.23
=  Archaeological sites where a combination of one of more of these types of blades were found: The River 
           L’Abbe Mission (Illinois), Rock Island (Wisconsin), Fort Albany (Ontario), Fatherland Site  
           (Mississippi), The Lasanen Site (Michigan),  Fort St. Joseph (Michigan),  La ferme du Séminaire de 
            Québec (Quebec), Palais de l'Intendant (Quebec),  Fort Michilimackinac (Michigan), Sainte-Marie  
           among the Hurons (Ontario).

Images (Above & Left) k Above: Line 
drawings of four presumed variations of the 
Flatin blade shapes based on archaeological 
excavated examples. The third blade from the 
top was found at Saint-Marie (c.1634-1649) 
which is marked with the name Pierre Flatin. 
Notice the sharply tapered blade tip on this 
example. This same name has also been  
documented on a “hawksbill” shaped French 
folding knife blade at the Rock Island site,  
Illinois.21  The average angle of the drop on 
these blades is approximately 45 degrees.  
(Line drawing by Ken Hamilton).   
Left: Author’s rendition from the cast of a knife 
from the La Belle, La Salle’s French supply 
ship sunk in 1684 off the coast of Texas, based 
on an example pictured in “From a watery 
grave.”22  This particular artifact which exhibits 
a Flatin style blade was documented as being 
constructed using two faceted iron scales which 
may have been secured together using a pin at 
the tail of the handle. Take note that the lentil 
and partially-showing back of the blade in this 
sketch have been added from that of the original 
example, which likely corroded away.

Image (Above) k Illustration of a common 17th century French-made 
Flamand (Flemish style) fixed handle knife blade in comparison with a 
presumed Flatin- type blade. Denis Flatin, the cutler who popularized 
the Flatin knife, may possibly have used this popular European knife 
blade shape to create his well-known folding knives. (Line drawing by 
Ken Hamilton.) Although there are slight variances, it seems evident that 
the sizes of French folding knives, indeed all mass-produced European 
cutlery, were classified by the blade edge measurements, measuring 
from the heel to the tip. Due to endless variations, (i.e., choils, heels and 
bolsters etc.), the length of the edge was the only consistent feature for 
classification of the metal blades. This is especially obvious on flat edged 
blades.  Even though we are told by both Bondaroy and Perret that in the 
French cutlery industry, knives were manufactured using raw materials 
in “pouce” measurements, (ie., steel bars, blocks of wood etc...), the 
finished blades (edges) similarly correspond to a “pouce” measurement 
system, further adding the “ligne” for smaller sizes of classification, 
although French colonial records mention only the terms small, medium, 
large, and extra-large.

Image (Below) k Four examples of Saint-Étienne marked “one pin” folding 
knife blades excavated at the King’s storehouses site (Palais de l’Intendant) 
in Quebec City.  The majority of the blades found at this site display an 
abrupt drop at their front ends likely corresponding to blades used on Flatin 
knives.  In fact, Flatin knives were regularly noted on inventory lists made 
at the King’s storehouse at Quebec from 1737 to 1742.2⁴ (Collection 
archéologique de la Ville de Québec. Photo: Ville de Québec).



 
Further evidence of these knives 
exhibiting a distinctive form is 
revealed on a single inventory list 
which included no less than four 
distinctly-named folding knives 
traded at a number of forts and 
posts around Lake Ontario in 
1722-23.  These were described as 
“Siamese knives with horn handles 
with dog heads,” “Common Siamese 
knives,” “Flatin knives,” and “à la 
dauphine” knives.2⁸

=  Date range of New France-related records consulted for this 
          article where the term à la dauphine or dauphin appears: 
         1673-1736.
=  Known recorded sizes as specified in New France related records: 
          Large, medium, small.
=  Sampling of records referring to these knives in relation to 
          the following locations: Montreal, Quebec, Fort Frontenac, Fort  
          Niagara, Fond du Lac (Toronto), Baie de Kenté (Bay of Quinte),  
          and Fort Ouiatenon.2⁹
=  Archaeological sites where a combination of one of more of these 
          types of blades were found: Fort Beauséjour (New Brunswick),  
          Fort Gaspareaux (New Brunswick). Rock Island (Wisconsin),  
          Fort St. Joseph (Michigan), La ferme du Séminaire de Québec  
         (Quebec), Fort Michilimackinac (Michigan), Saint Louis  
         Village Site (Ontario).

Images (Above Right) k Fig. A.: Ancient coat 
of arms of the Counts of Forez representing a 
golden dolphin found painted on the ceiling of 
the Collégiale Notre-Dame (built in 1296) in 
Montbrison, France, chief town of Forez. 
Whether it was from the regional heraldic 
symbol, or from the actual mammal, or both, 
there is strong reason to suggest that the arched 
back, sharp nosed dauphin was the original 
inspiration for both the name and shape of the 
“à la dauphine knives.”
Fig. B.: Line drawing based on an original, 18th 
century, Saint-Etienne-marked knife from the 
Christian Lemasson collection,  illustrating  
how a particular knife blade profile, termed  
à la dauphine may have resembled the front 
profile of a dolphin. The “pregnant” handle on 
this example, slightly swollen in its mid section, 
can further associate this handle shape with the 
animal. (Line drawing by Ken Hamilton). 

Images (Above) k Excavated knife found at Louisbourg with its surviving handle and partially complete blade, possibly representing a à la dauphine 
type blade mounted on a leg-shaped handle. This particular artifact exhibits a darkened handle (possibly beechwood) which was likely colored as such 
using hot iron handle molds at the manufactory in France. Note that the lentil had broken off on the top portion of the back of the blade as seen below 
and the wood split down the middle of the back of the handle at some point in time. This artifact was found in the garden pool in the yard of the shed/
laundry in the Chief Engineer's Property and dated 1732-1740. (©Parks Canada/Fortress of Louisbourg/Photographer: Heidi Moses/Image  
number 8516E and 8519E).

Images (Above & Below) k One-pin folding knives found at Fort Beauséjour in present day New Brunswick, Canada.  These rare, excavated knives 
found in a  1750-1751 context, retaining their surviving handles (the very top one with a missing tip) and blade fragments, are likely mounted with 
presumed variations of  à la dauphine type blades.  Dotted lines have been added to show what the shape of one of the blades may have originally 
looked liked.  Two of the blades are missing their lentils due to corrosion, whereas the two examples above retain their surviving brass washer at the 
iron pin area.  (©Parks Canada/Photographer: Phil Dunning/Artifact number 2E18A6-15, 2E13K4-35, and 2E13K4-122).

Image (Left) k Illustration of various presumed variations of the à la dauphine blade shapes based 
on excavated examples from archaeological sites which have the distinction of having a long  
slopping back edge downward to the tip. Although there remains a grey area as far as clearly 
separating particular Flatin and à la dauphine blade profiles, essentially the à la dauphine blade’s 
“slope” begins to drop to the point further back on the back of the blade than the Flatin, and this 
“slope” is longer and more gradual, creating a sharper point than the abrupt drop on the blunter 
Flatin point. The average angle of the drop on these blades is approximately 30 degrees. There 
is even a possibility that the “sharpness” of the à la dauphine points evolved commercially from 
the need to clean tobacco pipes. Since most of these à la dauphine blades display the same sharp 
pointed drop at the tip, it is noteworthy that some of their tips are “leaf” shaped. While on some 
of these examples it is clear that the tips merely represent examples of worn (over-sharpened) or 
corroded archaeological à la dauphine blades, there may have been a number of them that were 
deliberately manufactured with a more “leaf shaped” tip, possibly forming a sub-category of  
à la dauphine blades. (Line drawing by Ken Hamilton).

Image (Left) k Extract from an 
original 1722-23 French document 
listing four types of folding knives 
traded at forts and posts around 
Lake Ontario (Library and Archives 
Canada : MG1-C11A, vol.45, folio 
281v). 

A. B.
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Miscellaneous excavated French folding 
knives of the “one-pin” construction 

The following four excavated French folding knives of 
the “one-pin” construction with their surviving wood 
handles show either partially corroded blades or ones 
that have completely rusted away.  Because of the 
tendency of many handle shapes to ‘mirror’ that of their 
respective blades when closed, or match a flat edge with 
a flat often narrow handle, we may suppose that their 
original blade shapes were either of the “Flatin” or  
“à la dauphine” types.

Conclusion

By the mid-17th century, previously local style jambette 
had developed into several specific commercial patterns 
throughout France.  Although there continued to be 
many subtle makers’ differences throughout their  
history, there was clearly an attempt to standardize 
sizes, shapes, and prices at this time, probably for  
product regularity in fabrication and mass marketing. 
Further, each were now either known by their  
commercial name associated with a famous cutler at 
Saint-Étienne (i.e., Eustache Dubois, and Denis  
Flatin) or locally given zoomorphic or anthropomor-
phic nick names (à la dauphine, and jambette).  Despite 
the fact that over time some of these designations  
survived, some were replaced by others, and others 
completely disappeared from the French language. 

While some are very whimsical, these terms are very 
important to researchers today because they can help  
us date, identify, and understand the significance of  
specific jambette styles when seen in a dusty  
inventory ledger, described in a written account, or 
found archaeologically.  The frequency, size, and value of 
several-named knife types can not only reveal valuable 
information to our understanding about French cutlery, 
but also about the customer: European or Native. k

Other French folding knives that are found in New 
France will appear in a subsequent article which will 
include the popular “Siamois” as well as "two pin" 
folding knives. 

(Special thanks is extended to Marie-Hélène Daviau, Heather  
Gillis, Maryse Goudreau, Christian Lemasson, David Ledoyen, 
Chantal LeBlanc, Brigitte Liabeuf, Heidi Moses,  and Phil  
Dunning)

Images (Above) k Excavated  one-pin  folding knife found at Louisbourg 
with intact wood handle (possibly beechwood) and broken blade showing 
the remaining lentil on the back of the blade. Note the leg-like shape of 
the handle and the notch on the top of the handle which was added to  
accommodate the lentil. The partial letters “AN /CO” on two separate 
lines are stamped on the blade which may correspond be to the mark 
of IEAN/IACO (JEAN JACOD or JACOB), found on a lead table 
dated 1737 containing knife maker's marks at Saint-Étienne. (©Parks 
Canada/Fortress of Louisbourg/Photographer: Heidi Moses/Image 
number 8475E and 8477E).

Images (Right & Below) k Right: One-pin folding knife wood handle, 
found on the wreck of The Machault that sunk in the Restigouche estuary 
in 1760, which tapers to a slender tip, and originally likely had a à la 
dauphine type blade. (©Parks Canada/Photographer: Phil Dunning/
Artifact number 2M5A2).
Below: Straight wood handle (likely boxwood) from a one-pin fold-
ing knife also found on the wreck of The Machault. The iron blade has 
completely disintegrated due to an extended exposure to sea water. (Parcs 
Canada, LHN de la Bataille-dela-Ristigouche).

Images (Left) k One-pin folding knife wooden handle (likely boxwood) 
and blade fragment from Louisbourg. One side of the handle retains a 
brass washer around the head of the pin. (©Parks Canada/Fortress of 
Louisbourg/Photographer :Heidi Moses/Image number 8479E and 
8480E).
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